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Roland stood and wondered when and if the baby would come down. It had been 8 earth hours and he 

could still see a soft white-pink mass, floating about the edge of the atmosphere. “Jesus! Not one more....It says 

in your space manual that the gravity around your house is 1/3 of earth. You need to reach out to special 

operations for these situations,” the engineer had told him. And Roland had immediately dialled the Space 

Police Operations helpline number and asked for their assistance.  

 

Floating infants had become quite a problem in Alpha-7. These events were sparing but nonetheless very 

common in certain sectors of the planet. The consensus was that a lot of the residents were accidentally turning 

off their child’s gravity equalisers in an attempt to ‘play’ throw and catch with them, an activity that was 

popular back on Earth. Even after repeated notifications from SPO to not to do so. 

 

A small patrol unit was dispatched to Roland’s house who still stood outside, waiting for a miracle. A patrol 

officer suggested that Roland’s dials be adjusted near equally to the infant’s and when he’s close enough, either 
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attempt to bring down the baby or adjust the baby’s gravity suit so it naturally floats down. He vehemently 

denied the proposition, like the other guardians of such floating innocents, citing a fear of floating.  

 

An officer took it upon himself to save the infant’s life. Forms were signed to disassociate any responsibility in 

the hands of an officer if an incident should occur. 

The officer then strapped himself down and adjusted the gravity dials. As soon as he was about to lift from the 

ground, a crimson red space feeder rammed into the little blob over their heads and splattered over everyone 

below. The speeder waited for a split second, and there was a quick flash before the speeder zoomed off into a 

distance. The witnesses below wiped their faces in absolute horror as they watched the events unfold. 

 

“Not another fucking one!”, screamed the strapped offer, still halfway over the ground. The officials offered all 

kinds of consolation to Roland, some bowed, some apologised, some cursed the nuisance of space pirates and 

the new ones just couldn’t shake off the horror of the events. Soon, an insurance officer arrived to ascertain the 

4th similar event this week. She already knew what to ask and what to say to the parent in these cases. She had 

practice for she was a witness and party to an event of her own child. 

 

“Right, so Mr. Roland....please accept my deepest condolences on your loss. I wish there was any easy way to 

bring this up but due process has to be followed.  

I would like to inform you that the future born are insured when you arrive at Alpha- 7.  

As a premium resident, your new born was insured for their life and on their pre-cognised ability to contribute 

to our new home’s development.  
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You are entitled to a share of the developing space sector or a $320,000 payout based on the information we 

have with us. We only require your residency card and testimony from 2 witnesses, which as I look around, 

should not be a problem. 

If you wish to proceed, please give me a go ahead.” 

 

In the meanwhile, a space cleanup service had arrived, included in the cost of the insurance, who immediately 

sighed at yet another sight of ugly, gummy, icky remains of a child. The crew needed serious therapy, they 

thought, which, unfortunately, would not be covered by their insurance.  The problem with cleanup on Alpha-7 

was directly impacted by a lack of cleaning equipment. They just would not work. A problem that was easily 

solvable back on earth. Here, on Alpha-7, they were required to scrub every bit of scum with their hands.  

 

Roland was distracted by the movement of the crew. He saw one of the crew reach out for the pamphlets in the 

bin. Pamphlets which Roland had carried from his home back on Earth. The pamphlets carried intergalactic 

schemes, deals and offers on earthly items, space strip club membership offers but one of them caught his eye 

and had piqued the interest of others before him too. It would have been illegal on earth but space had no strict 

laws yet. 

 

‘Tired of taking care of a burden not your own?’ 

‘Wish you could get rid of it and also make some money?’ 

‘Want to meet hot singles in space but can’t because of the little one?’ 

‘If you answered yes to the above, we have a solution for you!’ 
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It was not difficult to understand what the advertisement meant. Earth was inhabited by unwanted children. 

Children who were either forced out of unwilling women’s wombs or were straight up disowned if they were 

defective in any form. Their absolute uselessness to play along with family politics was disrespectful and 

disheartening. And their ‘down with the old’ antics had also become a frequently televised nuisance. It hindered 

prosperity and with space being open for business, it spelled trouble for the men above.  

 

The plan was simple. Father brings their children to Alpha-7. They’re insured for a large sum, depending on 

your status back on earth. The company had ties with the men in all the right places. Policemen, insurers, space 

pirates, you name it. The software to fiddle with the child’s gravity module would be provided with instructions 

on use. The  police would reach the scene, do their part, as sincerely as possible, and the space pirates will be 

right on time to deliver the final blow. Just ordinary people who made for the best actors.  

 

The insurers job was to document all of it in a graded, lawful manner, with testimonies of everyone involved 

especially to prevent any probing of such instances in the future (if by some chance one of these infants 

managed to escape and decided to seek revenge). The entire act would cost half the sum of insurance payment 

or a part of the sector. They were also willing to offer a selection of previously discarded women back on earth 

should one want to get a child without the pretext of love or such shenanigans.  

 

The bill for cleaning though, will be separate and to be paid in cash. And so Roland paid the bill as did others 

before him. 

 

The End. 


